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Nigeria
NIGERIA
STATS

182.2m

Population
GDP

$492.99bn (nominal)

Internet users
Mobile subscriptions
Active smartphones

97m
139m
15.5m

Sources: UN, IMF, CIA World Factbook, Statista

Nigeria is not just the most populous country in Africa, home to some
182.2m people, it also boasts the continent’s largest economy after it
overtook South Africa in 2014.

the report

T

he Nigerian music industry, too, is
enjoying a boom: PwC predicts that
annual spending on music in Nigeria
will rise to $88m in 2019, up from an
estimated $56m in 2015. There is double-digit
growth predicted in 2017, 2018 and 2019.
Nigeria, in other words, is bursting with
potential for the music industry, with Sony
Music’s decision this year to open an office
in Lagos – its first office in Nigeria in two
decades – which is an indication of the
importance of this market.
“Expansion in Africa has been part of
our strategy for several years,” says Adam
Granite, president of Northern & Eastern
Europe & Africa at Sony Music International.

Sean
Watson

“As the region continues to grow, we see
significant opportunities to market the
incredible local talent in Africa to the rest of
the world as well as import our repertoire and
exploit it on emerging digital platforms.”
Sean Watson, MD of Sony Music
Entertainment Africa, adds, “There is a
massive amount of opportunity in Nigeria
based on its historical performance in the
music market.” Watson explains that Nigeria
was, in the heyday of vinyl, said to be the
fourth largest music market in the world. “It
is very musical and there is a huge amount
of music consumption in Nigeria just about
everywhere you go. In Lagos, for example,
there are people on street corners selling
pirated CD-Rs.”
That might not sound like a particular
cause for celebration. But Michael Ugwu,
Sony GM for the West African region,

believes that the real opportunity for the
Nigerian music industry lies in mobile,
with 63.8m Nigerians predicted to have
mobile internet access by 2019, according
to PwC’s recent Entertainment & Media
Outlook: 2015-2019 report.
“The physical music market was
ravaged by piracy,” Ugwu explains. “But
the opportunity that has come about is a
mobile device opportunity. We are talking
to the telcos and trying to develop digital
services, legally licensed streaming/
download platforms.”
PwC predicts that revenue from physical
music will continue to decline in Nigeria over
the next few years, although this will be more
than offset by the growth of digital. Ugwu,
meanwhile, estimates that 80-90% of the
Nigerian digital music industry is mobilebased, with strong mobile internet coverage
in Lagos. The twin challenges for the digital
music industry, Ugwu adds, are the cost of
data and smartphone penetration: there are
an estimated 15.5m smartphone users in
Nigeria, according to Statista, although this is
set to rise to 23.3m in 2019. In the meantime,
feature phones continue to sell.
Historically, Nigeria has had a substantial
ringback tone market – Watson says that
telco MTN has some 30m ringback tone
subscribers – but this has started to decline
as music streaming has risen. The biggest
digital music platforms in Nigeria today are
local streaming services Spinlet and MTN
Music+, although iTunes, Apple Music and
Deezer also operate in the country. Nigerian
content dominates these local digital music
platforms and the costs are relatively low,
costing up to around 800 Naira ($4) a month
for a premium subscription which is just
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TOTAL MUSIC SPENDING IN NIGERIA 2010–2019

TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT & MEDIA SPENDING IN NIGERIA 2010–2019
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Source (both charts): PwC’s Entertainment & Media Outlook: 2015-2019 report

the report
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below the $4.99 a month that Apple Music
charges in Nigeria.
Ugwu explains that ad-supported
streaming “hasn’t really worked here yet”
as the digital advertising industry in Nigeria
remains in its infancy, while downloading has
made little impact in the country, despite
iTunes launching in December 2012.
Again, this might not sound particularly
promising for the international music industry,
but Watson and Ugwu both believe that
Spotify, for one, would do very well in Nigeria.
“I personally think they [Spotify] would be
crazy not to look at the market,” Ugwu says.
“We need more players in the market. They
have a fantastic model and having that kind
of service on the ground locally would do a lot
for the music value chain.”
In fact, both Watson and Ugwu believe
that the PwC figures mentioned above
significantly undersell the potential of

We need more players in the
market. Spotify have a fantastic
model and having that kind
of service on the ground locally
would do a lot for the music
value chain”
Michael Ugwu, Sony
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the Nigerian market, with Nigerian telcos
generally unwilling to reveal data around their
digital music services.
“It is very light,” Ugwu says of the PwC
forecast. “I believe that the real number is
much bigger than the assumed numbers.
There is pent-up demand for the content.
As these legally licensed channels grow –
and as the [repertoire] mix gets better – we
are going to see a lot of people streaming
where they haven’t been able to. We are
seeing the right things: the services are
coming up, while device and data costs
are going down. And with bodies like Sony
Music in the market, we are adding to the
repertoire mix.”
And this local potential is not limited to
Nigeria. Sony’s Lagos office will serve as a
hub for its West African operations, while the
company recently started the process of
registering to do business in Nairobi, Kenya,
to anchor Sony Music’s physical operations
in East Africa. Universal, too, has named
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Africa as a “high-potential market for music”,
alongside India and China.
“The reason why we picked Nigeria
was, even though we knew it was going
to take a long time for us to develop a
fully-fledged business there and we’d
have to learn a lot about how things have
changed, we realised that there had to be
opportunity in the rest of the [West African]
market,” says Watson.
Nigeria, Watson adds, may be “head
and shoulders” above other West African
countries from an economic perspective.
“But I think it is important that we have a hub
there that can stand on its own two feet, but
also allows us and the region to have a pillar
that it can rally around, to work as a jump-off
point for content into the region,” he says.
“This is our dream: that we can create a panAfrican corridor for African music and artists
out of that base, in connection with what we
are doing in Johannesburg and, ultimately,
then in Nairobi and Kenya.” :)

